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Consolidated Performance Highlights (Results for 1Q FY2022)
* Excluding the impact of exchange rate
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Consolidated Financial Highlights (for 1Q FY2022)
n 1Q sales
•
•

•

Sales increased by 1,883 million yen compared to the same period of FY2021 (+13%, including +1,081 million yen due to
the impact of exchange rates), exceeding the forecast
Despite ongoing shortages of parts and materials in general and prolonged lead times for transportation, as well as the
negative impact on production and sales brought about by the Russia-Ukraine crisis in Europe and lockdowns in China, sales
of new products launched in the previous fiscal year began to contribute in earnest, existing products performed well in
general in the face of constraints in supply of main products, and sales of ink and maintenance parts grew steadily, allowing
us to leverage customer demand for printing and capital expenditure
The weak yen exchange had a positive effect, with a considerable increase in sales

■ 1Q operating profit
•
•

Profit increased by 80 million yen compared to the same period of FY2021 (+10%, including +264 million yen due to the
impact of exchange rates), exceeding the forecast
We reviewed our sales prices as a measure against overall increases in costs due to ongoing inflation and rising costs of
parts, materials, and transportation. The cost of sales ratio was flat year-on-year due to exchange rates, while SG&A
expenses increased in line with increased sales activities

■ Balance sheet as of 1Q
•

CCC*, a key indicator, increased year-on-year as a result of the effects of prolonged transportation lead times and efforts to
secure inventory to avoid losing sales opportunities caused by parts shortages
2021/end of June: 4.22 → end of September: 4.35 → end of December: 4.27 → 2022/end of March: 5.27 → end of June: 5.50
*CCC: Cash Conversion Cycle
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Factors Effecting Operating Profit (1Q FY2021 vs 1Q FY2022)
[Impact by currency]

USD: 109.49 yen → 129.57 yen
EUR: 131.95 yen → 138.10 yen
CNY: 16.96 yen → 19.58 yen
TRY: 13.04 yen → 8.24 yen
BRL: 20.71 yen → 26.38 yen
Other (AUD, IDR, etc.)
Total

+337
+91
-267
-76
+77
+102
+264

[FX impact on net sales, cost of sales and operating profit]
Net sales (1,081) - Cost of sales (540) - SG&A expenses (277) = Operating profit (264)

(Unit: millions of yen)

(1) FX impact

264
776
Operating profit
(FY2021)

(2) Impact of change in
net sales

330

(3) Impact of
change in cost of
sales ratio

-119

[Factors behind changes in SG&A expenses]
Sales promotion expenses
195
Labor expenses
184
Product repair expenses
-75
Travel and transportation expenses 65
Allowance for doubtful accounts
-22
R&D expenses
18
Others
31
Total
395

(4) Impact of change in
SG&A expenses

-395

Cost of sales ratio

SG&A expenses ratio

58.8%
↓
59.6%
(+0.8 pt)

35.7%
↓
36.4%
(+0.7 pt)

Operating profit 80 million yen

856
Operating profit
(FY2022)
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Sales by Market Segment (Results for 1Q FY2022)
* Excluding the impact of exchange rate

■ SG market : Although main products faced supply constraints and negative effects due to China and Russia, sales of the entry-level models
JV/UJV100 increased, shipments of the new flagship model JV/CJV330 began, and ink sales were strong, and sales increased in
association with exchange rates
■ IP market

: The UJF-3042/6042Mk II e, and UJF-7151plus II, updates to the lineup caused sales of main products to increase significantly,
while sales of large flatbed printers grew with the existing JFX200 as well as the new JFX600, and ink sales were also strong.
Sales increased significantly

■ TA market : Sales of main products grew strongly, centering on the entry-level TS100 in Latin America, Asia, and Oceania, while sales of the
existing TS55 also remained strong, and ink sales grew significantly. Sales increased
■ FA business : Although orders grew steadily, shortages of parts and materials caused delays in production and sales of PCB inspection
equipment and PCB mounting equipment, resulting in a significant decrease in sales
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Sales by Area (Results for 1Q FY2022)

■ Japan: Thanks to a gradual recovery in economic activity, IP sales of ink and main products were strong, centering on new products, and SG
and TA ink sales also grew due to increased customer use, for a significant increase in sales
■ North America: Although the effect of rapid inflation gradually became apparent, sales of SG, IP, and TA main products and ink were strong,
and the weak yen meant that sales increased
■ Europe: Despite the positive effect of the exchange rates, the negative effect on shipments to Russia and Ukraine meant that year-on-year
growth was flat. Sales of SG and IP in Europe other than Russia and Ukraine grew strongly, although varying by country, and sales of
ink were strong overall
■ Asia and Oceania: Although the lockdown in China had a significant impact, sales grew strongly in areas such as Thailand, Indonesia, and India,
with increased sales overall
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Consolidated Results for FY2022
v First quarter results
v First half and full business year forecast
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Consolidated Performance Forecast Highlights (FY2022)

<2Q exchange rate
assumptions>
USD 131.00 yen
EUR 136.33 yen

Operating profit ratio

Ordinary profit ratio

Net profit margin
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Key Points of the Consolidated Performance Forecast (FY2022)
n

n

n

Based on 1Q achievements and forecasts for 2Q (including exchange rate assumptions), the forecast for the first half of the fiscal year
has been revised upward
①

In 2Q, efforts to balance economic activity with measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 continue in every country, and
strong growth in demand for industrial inkjet printers is expected to accompany increases in capital expenditure and demand for
printing

②

Exchange range assumptions for 2Q have been revised as follows: USD: 110.00 yen → 131.00 yen, EUR: 130.00 yen → 136.33 yen

Conversely, forecasting for the second half of the fiscal year is difficult due to numerous uncertain factors (including exchange rate
assumptions). Accordingly, we will continue to monitor the situation carefully, and leave forecasts for the second half of the year
unchanged
①

In addition to firm demand, the effect of new products introduced in the previous year is expected to continue a trend towards
sales growth

②

Although we will move ahead with passing on increases in the cost of parts and materials to customers, we anticipate that a
worsening cost of sales ratio and a loss of sales opportunities due to difficulties in procuring parts and materials will continue to a
certain extent in the second half of the year

③

The Russia/Ukraine crisis has brought with it global increases in prices and inflation, which together with the risk of slower
economic activity caused by monetary tightening by authorities in each country, means that unpredictable conditions are
expected to continue

④

Since forecasts for exchange rates in the second half of the year remain uncertain, no change has been made to our initial
assumption of USD: 110.00 yen and EUR: 130.00 yen

Although the goal of reaching an operating profit ratio of 10% by FY2025 as established in Mimaki V10 remains strong, we will take
every precaution against risk, and solidify our management foundation, continuing to work together as a company
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Factors Effecting Operating Profit (FY2021 Results vs FY2022 Forecast)
(Unit: millions of yen) [Impact by currency]

USD: 112.38 yen → 120.14 yen
EUR: 130.56 yen → 133.61 yen
CNY: 17.51 yen → 19.04 yen
TRY: 11.23 yen → 8.22 yen
BRL: 21.11 yen → 22.99 yen
Other (AUD, IDR, etc.)
Total

+630
+241
-354
-220
+118
+173
+587

[Exchange rate sensitivity (1 yen/year)]
Net sales Operating profit
USD
147
81
EUR
125
79

[Factors behind changes in cost to sales ratio]
Impact is primarily anticipated from soaring
costs for transportation and parts and raw
materials

[FX impact on net sales, cost of sales and operating profit]
Net sales (1,974) - Cost of sales (916) - SG&A expenses (469) = Operating profit (587)

(1) FX impact

(2) Impact of change
in net sales

3,050
587
2,569

(3) Impact of change
in cost of sales ratio

-896
Cost of sales ratio
59.9%
↓
61.3%
(+1.4 pt)

Operating profit
(FY2021)

(4) Impact of change in
SG&A expenses

Operating profit 561 million yen

-2,180
SG&A expenses ratio
35.8%
↓
34.9%
(-0.9 pt)

3,130
Operating profit
(FY2022)
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Sales Forecast by Market Segment (FY2022)
* Excluding the impact of exchange rate
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Sales Forecast by Area (FY2022)
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Capital Expenditure, Depreciation, and R&D Investment Forecast (FY2022)

※ The above amount shows the total cost of research and
development activities, and includes expenses related to
improvement and application etc. of existing products.
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Shareholder Returns
Dividend Policy
Mimaki Engineering treats shareholder returns as a key management tenet. As such, it is the Company's basic policy to stably and
continuously pay out dividends commensurate with growth in business performance.
n

Dividends for FY2021 (results) Interim: 7.5 yen, Year-end: 7.5 yen
Based on recovery of business and our policy of stable and continuous shareholder returns, we paid an annual dividend of 15.0
yen.

n

Dividends for FY2022 (forecast) Interim: 7.5 yen, Year-end: 7.5 yen
Based on a comprehensive consideration of the business outlook for the current fiscal year and our policy of stable and continuous
shareholder returns, we expect to pay an annual dividend of 15.0 yen.

16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

Unit: yen
Commemorative dividend
Year-end
Interim

3.50
1.75
1.75

3.50

3.50

3.50

15.00

Commemorative
dividend
1.25

10.00

15.00
(forecast)

12.50
10.00

10.00

7.50
7.50

7.50
3.50

15.00

7.50

(forecast)

5.00
3.50
3.75

5.00

7.50

7.50

(forecast)

FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022
*The commemorative dividend for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015 is related to the listing on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
*The Company conducted a 2-for-1 stock split effective April 1, 2015 (the dividend before the split has been adjusted retroactively).
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For inquiries regarding this material,
please contact

Mimaki Engineering Co., Ltd.
IR Department

Telephone (Head Office): 0268(80)0058
Telephone (Tokyo): 03(6362)4290
E-mail: mimaki-ir@mimaki.com
[Disclaimer]
This document was created by Mimaki Engineering Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to as "the Company") in order to provide information on the
Company, and is not intended to solicit investors.
The utmost care was taken in ensuring accuracy during the creation of this document; however, no guarantees are made as to its
completeness. The Company accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any inconveniences or damages incurred due to use of the information
contained in this document.
Performance forecasts and future estimations contained in this document were formulated by the Company based on information that was
available when the document was created, and are subject to potential risks and uncertainties. Therefore, various factors such as changing
business environments could lead to significantly different outcomes in actual performance compared to the forecasts mentioned or described
herein. Thank you for your understanding.
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